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Employees at work
How are your employees operating at work?

Companies remain in a home-office work
environment or have alternate shifts for office
staff.
• Same results for office workers in
manufacturing companies.
• The majority of workers in a manufacturing
environment are already back on the factory
floor.
Other comments by respondents:
o We are back to work (full time) with weekly testing and daily
attestation protocols.
o

If someone needs to work at home, it is possible with the
acceptance of a supervisor.

o

Those who work from the office need to provide a valid
business reason.
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Office Staff

Employees are in the
office as needed.
13%

Employees alternate
shifts during the week –
home/office.
28%

Employees are back in
the office, most of the
time.
23%

Employees are working
from home, most of the
time.
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Workers are back on the
factory floor, most of the
time.
75%

Employment change
Has your company’s employment changed?

Firms
employment
remained
compared to pre-pandemic levels.

unchanged

• The same number of companies increased
and decreased employment in the service
sector group of companies.
• Manufacturers have employed three times
more than they have laid off as a result of
changes in production caused by the COVID19 pandemic.
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Other comments by respondents:
o Decrease in office staff has not been very significant – mainly
concerned civil contract employees whose employment was
not extended were the ones affected.
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Efficiency
How has the work efficiency of your employees
changed since the beginning of the lockdown?

The efficiency of workers has changed more
dynamically in the group of office staff than
manufacturing workers.
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• Nearly one quarter of office staff was noted
as being more efficient since lockdown.
• Although no respondents noted an
improvement
in
the
efficiency
of
manufacturing workers, only 6% of them
noted a decrease in efficiency.
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Other comments by respondents:
o

Initially decreased and then after 2 months it has
improved – achieving the level slightly above pre-COVID.

o

Dependent on employee and urgency of the task.
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Efficiency - July vs. September
How has the work efficiency of your employees
changed since the beginning of the lockdown?

The pandemic mobilization was intense and
resulted in a 24% growth in efficiency in the
month of July.
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• Companies seem to be in a transition phase
having more “unknowns” than at the start
of the pandemic.

no change

47%

• The devotion to work as manifested by the
increase in labor productivity in July, is
currently weakening.
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Source: AmCham Survey „New Normal”, n=68 (July); AmCham Survey „Back to
Business”, n=44 (September).

Anti-Crisis Shield
Did you use any support instruments granted
under the Anti-Crisis Shield?

I do not know; 5%

The vast majority of respondents have declared
that they were not beneficiaries of State aid in
terms of overcoming the effects of the pandemic.

Other comments by respondents:
o

Not yet but will apply for support.

o

Might have taken advantage of some tax incentives.

Yes; 21%

No; 74%

Source: AmCham Survey „Back to Business”, n=44.

Office space occupancy
Please estimate the level of occupancy in the
office space (in %)

The newness of working life since the pandemic
has created so many work models that
respondents are not sure how to describe office
space occupancy.
• Most respondents are not able to declare
what is the current level of office space
occupancy at their company.
• Nevertheless, 16% of respondents indicate
that their offices are used at the minimum
level.
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81% - 100% I do not know

General insights on the post-lockdown business and corporate
organization:

Concluding
remarks

• Companies remain in a home-office or an alternate shift
work environment for office staff in the service sector as
well as manufacturing.
• Manufacturing workers are already back on factory floors.
• Most respondents have declared that employment has
been unchanged compared to pre-pandemic levels.
• Efficiency improvement has been noted in up to ¼ of
office staff.
• The vast majority of respondents have declared that they
were not beneficiaries of the Anti-Crisis Shield.
• The Coronavirus has created new work models in all
groups of workers, which makes it difficult to define the
level of office space occupancy.
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